ABSTRACT. We present a decision procedure for the V3-theory of 3[0,0'], the Turing degrees below 0'. The two main ingredients are a new extension of embeddings result and a strengthening of the initial segments results below 0' of [Lei]. First, given any finite subuppersemilattice U ot 3[0,0'] with top element 0' and an isomorphism type V of a poset extending U consistently with its structure as an usl such that V and U have the same top element and V is an end extension of U -{0'}, we construct an extension of U inside S?[0,0'] isomorphic to V. Second, we obtain an initial segment W of 3[0,0'] which is isomorphic to U -{0'} such that W U {0'} is a subusl of 3. The decision procedure follows easily from these results.
Introduction.
This paper presents some new results dealing with decidability and definability within Th(.S'), the elementary theory of the poset of degrees of unsolvability. In the area of decidability, we show that V3fl T\i(3f [0,0']), theV3-theory of the degrees below 0', is decidable. Lachlan [La] has shown that Tfh(2f) is undecidable, and Epstein [E] and Lerman [Lei] have obtained a similar result for Th^^O']).
Schmerl (see [Lei] ) has pulled both of these undecidability results down to the V3V level. In the other direction, results of Kleene and Post [KP] can be used to show that the 3 -theory of each of these structures is decidable, and Shore [Shi] and Lerman [Lei] have shown that the V3-theory of 2 is decidable.
We present a decision procedure for the V3-theory of ^[0,0']. We first prove an extension of embeddings theorem which allows us to start with a finite subuppersemilattice U of ^ [0,0'] with top element 0' and an isomorphism type V of a poset extending U consistently with its structure as an usl such that V and U have the same top element and V is an end extension of U -{0'}, and then to find an extension of U inside ,S?[0,0'] isomorphic to V. We next indicate how to modify the construction of finite initial segments below 0' in [Lei, Chapter XII] to obtain an initial segment W of 3 [0,0'] which is isomorphic to U -{0'} such that W U {0'} is a subusl of 3. The decision procedure follows easily from these results.
We also consider the question of the definability of individual degrees and certain classes of degrees within 3, trying to place lower bounds on the complexity of any such definition. As a corollary to the V3-decision procedure we show (Corollary 2.8) that no degree a > 0 is definable by any 3V-formula of degree theory. The general framework for tackling the definability of 0' is to consider it as a special case of the problem of defining the classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy. (Note that as 0' is the smallest element of the class GH0 = {d: d > 0'}, 0' is definable iff GHo is definable.) We say that a hierarchy class ^ is a-invariant if a(a) holds for every a in *9. Hence 9 is definable if there is a formula a (in the language of posets) with one free variable such that 9 is <7-invariant and 9 is ->rj-invariant. In this vein we classify the possible invariant classes for V-formulas and for 3-formulas. The analysis again uses the decision procedure for the V3-theory of 3. A similar analysis is carried out for the high/low hierarchy using the decision procedure for the V3-theory of 3f[0,0'].
Preliminaries.
We use the abbreviations poset for partially ordered set and usl for upper semilattice.
The usl of degrees is denoted by 3, and 2[a, b] = {d:a<d<b}.
Given posets U C V, we call V an end extension of U if there do not exist a &U and b GV -U such that b < a. U is an initial segment of V if V is an end extension of U. We call a set of degrees an initial segment if it is an initial segment of 2.
Given any degree a, its jump, a', satisfies (1.1) aVO'<a'< (aVO')'.
The generalized high/low hierarchy measures the closeness of a' to a V 0' or to (aVO')'-This measurement is taken by computing the number of jumps, if any, which must be applied to each term in (1.1) to transform one of the inequalities into an equality. Thus the generalized high/low hierarchy 9 is defined as follows. We set GLo = {0}. For n > 1, define GLn, the class of generalized lown degrees by GL" = {a:a(") = (aV0')(n_1)}.
For n > 0, define GHn, the class of generalized highn degrees, by GHn = {a:a(n) = (aV0')(n)}.
The degrees not in any of these classes lie in GI, the class of generalized intermediate degrees, and satisfy for each n > 1, (a V0')(n_1) < a(n) < (aV0')(n)-
For any class C of the hierarchy, C denotes the complement of C, i.e., the set of degrees which are not in C. For any class C of a high/low hierarchy, we let PC, the proper class corresponding to C, be the set of elements which lie in C but not in any class properly contained in C. Thus, e.g., PGL3 = GL3 -GLi. For convenience, we linearly order the proper classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy under -<, specifying PGL0 -< PGLX -<-( PGI -<-< PGHi -< PGH0 .
1.1. REMARK. The high/low hierarchy %? has, as its classes, the classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy restricted to the degrees below 0'. We note that the definition of the classes of the hierarchy becomes simpler in this case, as (aV0')(n-1)=0W
and (aV0')(n) =0(n+1>. The ordering of the classes of the high/low hierarchy respects the ordering of the degrees (that is, agg'i&be^'a&a^b^gi^ &2). This is not the case, however, for the ordering of classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy. It follows from the relativization of the join theorem of Posner and Robinson [PR] that if a ^ GHo then there is a b G GLi such that b > a. A modification, 9*, of the generalized high/low hierarchy which respects the ordering of the degrees can be defined by placing the degree a in the proper class PC* for the largest class PC under -< such that a has a predecessor in PC. There is a new class corresponding to every old class and possibly one new class corresponding to degrees which bound degrees in GLn for all n, but do not bound a GI degree. (Lerman [Le2] has shown that if a € GL2, say a € A, and B -< A then a bounds a degree in B.) All known results about invariant classes for definable properties are the same for this hierarchy as for the generalized high/low hierarchy.
Decidability and definability.
In this section, we will list the theorems needed to prove our results about decidability and definability. The decidability of the V3-theory of ^"[0,0'] will follow as a corollary of these results, as will the nondefinability of 0' or indeed any nonzero degree through an 3V-formula. These theorems will also be used in §3 to obtain results about invariant classes. Many of the theorems stated in this section were previously known, and references are provided. Proofs of the theorems new to this paper are presented in § §4 and 5.
The language Sf which we use is the language of posets. An existential sentence of Sf asserts, when interpreted over a structure ^#, that one of a finite number of partial diagrams can be embedded in ./#. Thus if every finite poset can be embedded in J?', the existential sentence is true iff it is consistent with the theory of posets, a property which can be decided effectively. The following theorem indicates that this is the situation for the degree structures which we consider.
2.1. THEOREM [KP] . Any finite poset P is isomorphic to a subposet F> of Li c 3.
In fact, Jockusch [Jl] has shown that such an embedding exists below
The next theorem is an immediate corollary of the Robinson Jump Interpolation Theorem [R] . It is used in the next section to help in the analysis of invariant classes.
2.2.
THEOREM [R] . //PC and PD are proper classes of 9 (or are both proper classes of %f) with PC < PD and c € PC, then there is a d e PD such that c < d.
The following simple fact about posets is also used in the next section. We leave its verification to the reader.
2.3. REMARK. Let P and also Q C R be finite posets such that P ~ Q via an isomorphism /. Assume that P has a greatest element p and that b G R with 6 > /(p). Let S be the subposet of R with universe QU {b} -{/(p)}. Then S ~ P.
The next remark describes the analysis of V3-sentences. 2.4. REMARK. The satisfiability of an V3-sentence of Sf over a structure JU of degrees can be effectively reduced to deciding all questions of the following form [Shi, Lei] : Let U be a finite usl and let Pq, ... ,Pn be finite posets extending U consistently with its usl structure. Is there then, for every realization %? of U within JS, an i < n and an extension ^ of ^ within Jr such that Pi ~3°i7 Indeed every V3-sentence is equivalent to a conjunction of such statements; see Lerman [Lei, pp. 157-158] for details.
The following extension of embeddings theorem can be used together with results about initial segments to decide the V3-theory of 3.
2.5. THEOREM [Shi, Lei] . Let U be a finite usl with least element and let P be a finite poset such that. P is an end extension ofU. Let % be an isomorphic copy of U within the degrees. Then there is an extension 3° of ^ in the degrees which is isomorphic to 3s, i.e., the following diagram commutes:
2.6. THEOREM [Le3, Lei] . Let U be any finite usl with least element 0.
There are then isomorphisms fy and fy of U onto initial segments of 3 such that fi{x) ¥" f2(x) for all x G U other than the least element of U. (Note that the existence of two such embeddings follows from the existence of a single one for an usl containing two copies ofU disjoint except for a shared least element.) 2.7. COROLLARY [Shi, Lei] . TheV3-theory of3 is decidable.
PROOF. By Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, an assertion about extensions of embeddings of the form mentioned in Remark 2.4 is satisfiable over the degrees iff some Pi is an end extension of U. D
The same results imply that there is an 3V definition of any degree a > 0 over the degrees.
2.8. COROLLARY. No a>0 is definable over 3 by anJi-formula.
PROOF. Let a(x) be an 3V-formula of Sf with one free variable such that 3 t= (7(a). We show that there is a b ^ a such that 3 N tr(b).
Let r be the sentence 3x a(x). We note that -rr is an V 3 sentence of Sf which is not satisfied over 3.
->t is equivalent to a finite conjunction of extension of embeddings statements of the type mentioned in Remark 2.4. Hence there must be a conjunct of -rr of this type for which no Pi is an end extension of U. As, by Theorem 2.6, we can realize U in 3 in different, ways and fail to have an extension as required by -it, there is a b ^ a such that 3 t= <r(b) as required. □ As ^ [0,0'] has a greatest element but 3 does not, the V3-theory of ^ [0,0'] differs from that of 3. New extensions of embeddings and initial segments theorems are needed to decide the V3-theory of ^[0,0']. They are stated below, and proved in § §4 and 5 respectively. 2.9. THEOREM. Let U be a finite usl with least element 0 and greatest element 1 and let P be a finite poset which is an end extension of U -{1}, has greatest element 1 and extends U as an usl. Let flS be an isomorphic copy of U within the degrees with greatest element d, a nonzero recursively enumerable degree. Then there is an extension 3d of %f in the degrees which is isomorphic to P, i.e., the diagram of Figure 1 commutes.
2.10. THEOREM. Let U be a finite usl with least element 0 and greatest element 1. Then there are isomorphisms fy and fi taking U onto subusls ^i, ^ C 3\0, 0'] such that ft(0) = 0, fi(l) = 0', ^i -{0'} is an initial segment of 3, and fy(x) ĥ (x) for x G U -{0,1}. (Again note that the existence of two such fi follows from the existence of one appropriate embedding for an usl containing two copies of U disjoint except for shared least and greatest elements.) 2.11. COROLLARY. TheV3-theory of 3[0,0'] is decidable.
PROOF. It suffices to decide the satisfiability of extensions of embeddings questions as specified in Remark 2.4. Let U and Pq,. .. ,Pn determine such a specification. By Theorem 2.10, we can choose a realization ^Sy of U as a subusl of 3[0,0'] such that %fy has greatest element 0' and %?y -{0'} is an initial segment of 3. The above specification cannot be satisfied unless there is ant<n such that Pi is an usl end extension of U -{1} with greatest element 1 (the greatest element of U). Again by Theorem 2.10, we can choose a realization ^2 of U which is an initial segment of ^"[0,0']. The above specification cannot be satisfied unless there is also a j < n such that Pj is an end extension of U.
Suppose that such P; and Pj exist. Let IS be any realization of U in ^[0,0']. If has greatest element 0', then by Theorem 2.9, % can be extended to a realization of Pt in 3 [0, Of] . And if the greatest element of %S is < 0', then again by Theorem 2.9, %? can be extended to a realization of Pj in ^[0,0']. □ 2.12 COROLLARY. No a > 0 with a < 0' is definable over 3[0,0'] by an Ji-formula.
PROOF. As in the proof of Corollary 2.8 we consider an 3V-formula a(x) defining a. If t is 3x a(x) then -it is false in 3 [0,0'] and so in the analysis of Corollary 2.11 there is either no Pj or no Pj as there described. In either case Theorem 2.10 gives us an embedding of U -{1} or U respectively as an appropriate initial segment of [0,0'] in which the element b corresponding to x is not a. It is then clear that •@"[0,0'] t= a(b) for the desired contradiction. □ 3. Invariant classes. Let P be a property definable over the poset of degrees by a formula with one free variable. The proper class PC of a hierarchy is Pinvariant if every degree a G PC satisfies P. Given a property P and a hierarchy J~, we wish to determine ICL(P,^), the union of the proper classes of J~ which are invariant for P. Also, given a collection 9 of properties, we wish to classify 1CL(9\Jr) = {ICL(P,^): Pg 9}. Invariant classes have been studied for various properties of degrees. Among the known results are the following.
3.1. REMARK. Let P0 be the property of not being a minimal degree. Yates [Y] has shown that there is a minimal degree in Li and Sasso [Sa] has shown that there is a minimal degree in PL3. fn the other direction, Jockusch and Posner [JP] have shown that every minimal degree lies in GL2. Hence ICL(P0,9) = GL2. Analogous results hold for other hierarchies. Thus ICL(Po,£f) = L2 and ICL(P0,3?*) = GL2.
3.2. REMARK. Let Pi be the property of bounding a minimal degree. Jockusch [J2] has shown that every degree in GHi bounds a minimal degree, while Lerman [Le4] has shown that there are degrees in all the other proper hierarchy classes which do not bound minimal degrees. Hence ICL(Py,9) = GHl5 lCL(Py,3f) = Hi, and ICL(Py,9*) = GH*.
3.3. REMARK. Let Pi be the plus-cupping property, i.e., the property which asserts that a can be nontrivially joined up to every degree above it. Then Jockusch and Posner [JP] have shown that every degree in GL2 has the plus-cupping property, while the initial segments results mentioned above imply that there are degrees in Li and PL2 which fail to have this property. Hence ICL(P2,9) = GL2, ICL(P2,;F) =L2, andICL(P2,S?*) = GL*.
3.4. REMARK. Let P3 be the Join Property, i.e., the property which asserts that every degree below a can be joined up to o by a degree b < a. Posner and Robinson [PR] have shown that all degrees in GHi have the Join Property, while the results on minimal degrees show that the classes Li and PL2 are not invariant for the Join Property. It is not known whether or not any other classes are invariant for the Join Property.
The study of invariant classes for classes of properties defined in terms of the complexity of the definitions of the properties yields a systematic approach towards trying to determine whether the degree 0' is the smallest element of GHo = {d: d > 0'}. A positive relativizable answer to this question would allow the replacement of the known global results about the degrees with sharper results which are available for the structure of the degrees with jump. Another possible byproduct of a systematic study of invariant classes would be to determine whether or not certain hierarchy classes are definable in the language of posets, and if so, what the minimum complexity of such definitions can be. Until now the closest result to determining such a class had been a result of Shore [Sb.2] , proving the existence of a property P such that Hi C ICL (P,Ff) and H3 C ICL(-^P,Ff).
He has now extended this result to show that all the jump classes from L3 to H3 (other than I) are definable in ^[0,0'] [Sh3] . The complexity of the definitions is of necessity quite high as the index sets for Ln and Hn are £n+3 and E"+4 complete respectively (Schwartz). As the index set for I is nu+i complete (Solovay) / is not arithmetical and so not definable in 3 (< 0'). (These index set results can be found in [So, Chapter XII, §4] .) Consider a property P definable by a universal formula a with one free variable in the language of posets. Let C be a proper class of 9. Then C is P-invariant iff a(a) holds for all a G C. Equivalently, C is not P-invariant if (3.1) 3 N-iVaGCVi(cr(x,a)).
(3.1) contains an existential sentence whose truth over the degrees 3 is equivalent to the assertion that one of a finite number of partial diagrams of posets with designated element a (the counterpart of a G C) is embeddable in the degrees. If none of the partial diagrams is consistent with the theory of posets, then (3.1) is false, so every proper class C of 9 is P-invariant and ICL(P,9) = 3. Suppose one of the partial diagrams M is consistent with the theory of posets, and let a be the element of M corresponding to a. Let Q be a finite usl extending M and let R be the subposet of Q with universe consisting of those elements which are < a. By Theorem 2.1, there is an embedding f oi R into 3 with f(a) G Li. By Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.3, there is an embedding g oi R into 2 with g(a) G C as long as C is not GLo = {0}. As Q is an end extension of R, it follows from Theorem 2.5 that g (R) can be extended to an embedding of Q into 2. Hence (3.1) holds for every choice of C other than GL0, and ICL(P,9) = 0 or GL0. As 0 is clearly definable by an V formula we have proven:
3.5. THEOREM. LetV be the class of universal formulas of SF with one free variable. Then ICL(V,^) = {0,GLO,2}. □
We note that the above analysis works for 9* in place of 9 with no changes necessary. An analogous result holds for Ff as well, with the conclusion, in that case, becoming ICL(V,^) = {0,Lo,Ho,^[0,0']}. As long as C ^ H0 we can proceed roughly as before: Form Q' from the Q derived above by simply putting a new element q above all those of Q. R' is the former R with the new element q added in. We embed R as before in Li and, as g(a) ^ 0' by hypothesis, we can extend the embedding g to R' by sending q to 0'. We can now apply Theorem 2.9 to Q' and R' to get an extension of g embedding all of Q' in 2\0,0'].
To complete the proof just note that 0' is definable in ^ [0,0'] by an V-formula and so Ho is also invariant.
Consider a property P defined by an existential formula a with one free variable in the language of posets. Let C be a proper class of 9. Then C is P-invariant if (3.2) ^NVaeC 3x(a(x,a)).
By Remark 2.4, (3.2) is equivalent to an assertion either stating that (3.2) is false for all a, or one of the following form: Fix a G C. Let U be a finite usl with just a distinguished element a and a least element 0 (which may be equal to a if a = 0 or strictly less than a if 0 < a), and let Pi,..., P" be finite usls extending U; then every isomorphic copy of U within 2 in which a is interpreted as a can be extended (as a poset) within 2 to an isomorphic copy of Pt for some i < n. There are now two cases to consider. First suppose that there is an i < n for which Q,; = {b G Pi: b < a) has at most one element other than a, and that element is the least element of U. Then P, is an end extension of U, so by Theorem 2.5, (3.2) holds for every proper class C. Hence ICL(P,^) = 2. Otherwise, as noted in Remark 3.1, there are minimal degrees in both PLi and PL2, so (3.2) must fail if C is either of these classes. Suppose C C GL2. By Theorem 2.1, we can embed Qi into the degrees < a for any specified a G C, and by Remark 2.3, we can assume that this embedding takes a to a. Theorem 2.5 now allows us to extend this embedding to one of Pi into 2 taking o to a. Hence (3.2) is seen to hold, and ICL(P,9) = GL2. We have just proven: 3.6. THEOREM. Let 3 be the class of existential formulas of Sf with one free variable. Then lCh(3,9) = {0,GLO,2,GL2}.
The above proof yields the identical result for 9* in place of 9. The proof must be modified, however, for F*'. The first modification necessary is to use Theorem 2.9 in place of Theorem 2.5. Theorem 2.9 can be applied except when a = 0'. In the latter case, no end extensions are possible. Hence depending on whether new degrees below a are required and whether end extensions are required, we have additional possibilities. (Recall that Hq = {0'}.) 3.7. THEOREM. ICL(3,^) = {0,^(0,0'],Lo",L2,H0,L0nH0,L2nH0}.
Extensions of embeddings.
We begin with a simple special case of our general extension of embeddings theorem that illustrates all the ideas needed for the full theorem.
4.1.
THEOREM. For any r.e. nonrecursive D and any Ao, Ay <t D with
Aq \t Ay there is a C <t D such that, for j = 0 and 1, Ay_j £T Aj © C and C$TAj.
To construct such a C we must meet the following requirements for j = 0,1, i G w:
as 9i and Et range over all partial recursive functionals. We use the usual tree structure for dealing with the requirements as in [So] . Thus we have a tree in which each node a of level |a| is associated with requirement P|a| which for convenience we often write as Ra. Similarly we write 0a, Ea etc. for 6\a\, £|Q|,_The lj many successors of each node a are aAq for each possible outcome q oi requirement Ra. The possible outcomes will be defined and ordered (<l) later. The nodes a are then ordered by <l lexicographically, (a <i 0 is also viewed as saying a is to the left of 0.) Our trees grow upward and so when we write a C 0 we say that 0 is above a as well as 0 extends a (as a sequence). We will say that a node a of T has higher priority than a node 0 if a <l 0 or a C 0.
Before describing the modules for handling single requirements we must fix our notation and approximation procedures. We generally follow the standard convention that at a stage s of any enumeration or approximation procedure no numbers larger than s can be considered in any way. We are given an r.e. D >t 0 and so have a uniformly recursive nested sequence Ds of finite sets with \JDS = D. We let d(s) = min(/>a+i -Ds) be the least element enumerated at stage s. A more useful approximation is given by Ds = Ds \ d(s) which incorporates the hat trick of Lachlan as in [So] . As Aj <t D we can fix partial recursive functionals $j such that Aj = $j(D).
We view any partial recursive functional such as 3>j as being approximated by a uniformly recursive sequence $J|S of finite sets of axioms of the form (x,i,a) where x G lj, i G {0,1} and ct is a binary string, the intention being, of course, that $f(x) = i, or as we usually write, $j(X;x) = i, iff 3s 3cr((x,i,CT) G $j,s Act C X). (We frequently, as here, confuse a set X with its characteristic function.) Of course, <b(X;x,s) = i iff 3a ((x,i,a) C $s A ct C X).
We approximate Aj by AjtS = $jzS(Ds) = the longest binary string r such that
(Thus we only define $S(DS) on initial segments and calculate in the style of [So] only from information < d(s).) Small Greek letters qb,xp,..., are used to denote the uses of such computations from $, \I>, as follows:
Ii there is no such n we say $s(Ds;x) is undefined and set qb(Ds;x, s) = 0. (Note that we adopt the set theoretical view that a number is the set of its predecessors. Thus the use qbs(x) is a number but we say that D has changed on qbs(x) meaning that it has changed on the set of numbers below qbs(x). In the usual functional style we would say that D has changed at qbs(x) if its value at the number D(qbs(x)) has changed.) The notation is the same for computations relative to an entire oracle D or when unrestricted as to s, e.g.
We will often omit the set variable when it is clear which is intended. We may also write qbs ( We will build C <t D by enumerating a set of axioms * defining ^(D) = C. We use our constructed enumeration *s of uniformly recursive sets to define Cs. Cs(y) = i iff 3ct C Ds[(y,i,a) G *s]. To help guarantee that *(/>) defines a set we will at each stage s have for each x at most one i G {0,1} such that (x, i, a) G $s for some a CDa. Once we have Ca(y) defined we will have it defined (although perhaps with different values and by different axioms) at infinitely many t > s. The only other fact that we must assure to make $>(s) well defined is that lims_oo ips(x) < oo for each x.
We can now describe the module for a single requirement, i.e. how it would behave if unrestricted by other requirements. (We view N as divided up by coding into elements (a, x, s) for a on our tree and x, s G N.) |q| = 4t + 2j: Ra is Oi(Aj) ^ C.
We will drop the i from 9% and the j from Aj to simplify the notation.
The general plan is to code D into C as far as 0(A) and C agree. Thus if 6(A) = C we would be able to recover D from A for a contradiction. We define the length of agreement function as usual: l(a, s) ee px[(Vy < x)(9s(As; y) = Cs(y)) A ^(0S(AS; x) = Cs(x))].
Our goal is to guarantee that if x < l(a,s) and the relevant computations are correct on A, i.e., yls \ 0s(x) = A \ 6s(x) then (a,x,s) G C «*• x G D, while if not, i.e. As \ 0s(x) ^ A \ 6s(x) then (a,x,s) ^ C. (If x > l(a,s) or we do not deal with a at s, then we set C((a,x,s)) = 0 by enumerating ((a,x,s),0,0) in *.) If we accomplish this goal and $(A) = C then we could compute D from A for a contradiction as follows:
To compute D(x) find a stage s at which x < l(a, s) and As f 6s(x) = A f 8s(x). We then have D(x) = C((a,x,s)) = 0(A, (a,s,x) ). Note that all we need to compute D is that Vx 3s[x < l(a, s) AAS \ 0s(x) = A \ 9s(x)].
The a-module's program. At stage s we enumerate into * axioms ((a, x, s),0,0) putting (a, x, s) out of C forever for x > l(a, s) (as well as ((0, y, s),0,0) for nodes 0 which we are not considering at s).
We say for x < l(a, s) that a exercises control via s at every t > s over every y = (a,x,s) with assumptions n(a,y,s) = As \ 6s(x). a's desire for y at t > s, a(y,s,t), is Dt(x) if its assumptions seem correct att, i.e. n(a,y, s) c At. Otherwise a(y, s, t) = 0. a's final desire for y, a(y, s), is of course lim^oo a(y, s, t) which is D(x) if n(a, y, s) C A and 0 otherwise, a acts to guarantee that C(y) = a(y, s) as follows:
For each x < l(a,s) we set Cs((a, x, s)) = Ds(x) via an axiom encompassing everything about D used to compute the assumptions with which a exercises control over y = (a,x,s), i.e. ((a,x,s), Ds(x), Ds \ cps0s(x)) enters *. (Note that d(s) > qbs9s(x) > x by our definitions.)
We now watch for a D change on qbs6s(x) for each x < l(a,s).
(Note that as qbs0s(x) > x, we get such a change if x enters D.) Let ty be the least t > s such that A \ <ps0a(x) ^ Ds \ qbs6s(x). (As $(D) = Awe may assume by waiting if necessary that <f>tA£>u) is defined below 0s(x).) See if $tl(A,) \ 0s(x) = Aa \ 6a(x) (= <&a(Da) \ 6s(x)). If not, i.e. A has changed on the use for x, set Ctl ((a,x,s)) = 0
by putting ((a, x, s), 0, A, \ 4>ti9s(x)) into *. If so set Ctl((a,x,s)) = Dtl(x) by putting ((a,x,s), Dtl(x), Dt, \ qbt,6s(x)) into *. This process is repeated at each successive tl+1 at which Dtt+l \ 4>t19s(x) t^ A, \ <Ptx9s(x). Thus Ct(y) is defined infinitely often for t > s and always as a(y, s,t).
Outcomes of the a-module. For x > l(a,s) it is clear that ^(D; (a,x,s)) = 0 = Ct((a,x, s)) = C((a,x,s)) for every t > s. Consider an x < l(a,s) for some fixed s. As $(/>) = A, <pt0s(x) is eventually constant and so as t -y oo, Ct((a,x,s)) also stabilizes. It is also clear that if A \ 03(x) = As \ 9s(x) it stabilizes at D(x) while otherwise it stabilizes at 0 as desired. By our argument above there must be a least x such that for no s do we have x < l(a, s) and As \ 0s(x) = A \ 6s(x), i.e. no computation of agreement beyond x is A correct. Call this x 1(a). (Note that 1(a) = lim mi s I (a, s).) It together with the A correct assumptions needed for the computations < 1(a) is the outcome of module a. Once D has stabilized on <j>0(l(a)) and all the relevant computations have appeared, say at s0, the results of a's program are clear. For s > s0, (a,x,s) G C « x € C if K 1(a) and (a, x,s) <£ C for x > 1(a). (For s < s0 the result for (a,x,s) is as described above in terms of the correctness of As \ 0j,(x).) Thus a forces C'Q' = {z: 3x3s(^ = (a,x,s) e C)} to be a recursive set whose index can be calculated uniformly from 1(a) and any s > sq.
Note also that we can guess at a's final outcome at s by simply guessing (l(a,s),\J{n(a,(a,x,s),s)\x < l(a,s)}).
It is clear that we guess correctly at all sufficiently large D-true stages s. \0\ =4c + 2j + l:Rfi is E»(A, © C) ^ Ay-j.
We again write E for Et and for simplicity set j = 0. The general plan is to guarantee that if a computation from A0 © C via E which agrees with Ay is A0-correct then it is C-correct as well. Thus much as before if T,(A0 © C) = Ay we could compute Ay from A0 for a contradiction.
We define the length of agreement function as before:
Our goal here is to guarantee that if x < 1(0, s) and A0 \ aa(x) = A0,s \ as(x) then Cs \ as(x) = C \ as(x) and so if E actually computed Ay from Aq ffi C then we could recognize the final computations recursively in Ao simply by waiting for ones which are /lo correct. As this would give us a computation of Ay from Ao alone we would have our desired contradiction.
The 0-module's program. Suppose y < as(x, s) for some x < 1(0, s). Let x be the least such. As long as Ao does not change on the relevant use cts(x) we wish to keep C the same on cts(x). To do this 0 asserts control via s over y with assumptions n(0,y,s) = Aq \ as(x). (Asserting control is a declaration of a desire to control C(y) by putting restrictions on the axioms that are allowed to define it. 0 can actually impose (or as we say exercise) this control only in certain circumstances which we must now describe.)
If C(y) ever changes 0 exercises its control by allowing C(y) to be redefined at t > s only by an axiom containing the D-use for /?'s assumptions: Dt \ qbott(as(x)). We allow C(y) to be redefined only when these computations exist (i.e. qb0<t(as(x)) > 0). As $o(D) = Ao this is eventually the case. When we redefine C(y) at t,0 requires that, if its assumptions seem correct, i.e. n(0,y,s) C A0,t, we set Ct(y) = Cs(y) = 0(y,s,t), /?'s desire for y at t. If /3's assumptions do not appear correct 0(y, s, t) is undefined but we may still redefine C(y) at t, although perhaps not as Cs(y), but rather as required by some other node of possibly lower priority. The point is that, as the defining axiom must include Dt \ <Po,t(o~s(x)), if at any v > t 0's assumptions once again seem correct D would have changed on the axiom's use and 0 would once again be able to exercise its control over y.
Note that it is possible to have an internal conflict between control exercised by 0 over y via different stages Sy and s2. At sy we may have some z G CSl and a computation of E(A0 ffi C) using this fact. As time goes by we may get a change in Ao on the relevant E use which allows z to be taken out of C (by some lower priority requirement). Thus at some s2 > sy we may get another E(Ao ffi C) computation which assumes that z £C. The use ct2 at s2 may be less than that, say cti, at sy and so it is possible for Ao to return to its value at sy on cti while it remains the same on ct2. Thus the control asserted by 0 at sy tries to guarantee that z G C while that at s2 tries for z £ C. In such cases we give precedence to the earlier computation, i.e. the one found at Sy and so return z to C. Such a conflict can arise however only if cti D ct2. Thus any later change in A0 f cti that keeps Ao \ ct2 as it was at s2 allows us to take z out of C if desired.
Outcomes of the 0-module. Consider the following inductive determination of C from Ao-At each stage s we have already determined some part CiB of C. Let xs be the largest x < 1(0, s) such that A0,s \ as(x) = A0 \ as(x) and such that Cs \ as(x) is not incompatible with ds.
The action of the /^-module now determines that C \ as(xs) = Cs \ as(xs) (so Cis+1 = Cis U Cs \ as(xs)). Thus E(A0 ffi C) \ xs = Es(A0,s ffi Cs) \ x". If such xs are unbounded as s -> oo we would also recursively in Ao correctly calculate Ai as (jEs(Ao,s ®CS) \ xs by this procedure.
(A difference below such an xs would eventually become permanent and prevent the growth of 1(0, s).) As Ay ^r A0 there is a least x which we call 1(0) such that we never get an A-correct computation of ES(A0,S ffi Cs)(x) for which the C use also agrees with the amount of C already determined for y. (Note that 1(0) = lim'misl(0,s)f)
Thus from some point on any computation of Es(Ao,s ffi Cs)(x) is Ao incorrect. Of course we also eventually have all the Ao and C correct computations for y < x via D correct computations of the associated uses. Thus Rp controls absolutely only finitely much of C and imposes restrictions on other elements which require that the axiom computing C(x) from D must be of some minimal length. Once one knows that this required length eventually stabilizes one sees that Rp has no real impact on C outside the finite set on which it attempts to determine C. We call the value of 1(0) together with the assumptions n about A needed for these computations and the information about C determined by 0 the outcome of node 0 (these are specified precisely in the actual construction).
We can now describe the actual construction in which we put the various requirements together. As usual we come into each node 7 with assumptions passed on from the 6 C 7 which we call 7's prerequisites. To these 7 adds its own assumptions as in the individual modules. The major concern is to guarantee that C is defined, i.e. ^(D) is total. To that end we must make sure that the axioms used to define each C(y) have finite use, i.e. we must not allow infinitely many nodes 0 to exercise control over y. The idea here is that if C(y) was last (re)defined through a node 8 of higher priority than 7, there is no point in 7's even asserting control at s. It might as well rely on 8. On the other hand if C(y) was last (re)defined through a S of lower priority than 7, then 7 must assert control over y. ff, however, there is no change on the assumptions of nodes of lower priority than 7, then 7 need not really do anything. Either some 7' of higher priority will eventually take over y or we will revert to a situation in which C(y) is again redefined through 6 (and so in the same way that 7 desires without any action on its part). Thus 7 will exercise control over y (and so its assumptions will be relevant to the axioms used to redefine C(y)) only if some change occurs on the assumptions of lower priority exercising control over y at s.
The nodes on our priority tree T are defined by induction beginning with 0. If 7 G T then so is 6 = 7A<7 where q is a quadruple (l,po,pi,P2) with I G w and Pi G 2<UJ. The 7Af/ = 8 are the immediate successors of 7. We also say that 8 extends 7 (8 Z) 7), 8 is above 7 or 7 is below 8. The pi are the prerequisites of 8. We order the quadruples and then the nodes of T lexicographically. (The elements of 2<ul, the finite binary strings, are coded as natural numbers.) During the construction we will define the nodes of our tree which are accessible at stage s by an induction through the substages of stage s. We say that a is to the left of the true path if there is an s such that every 7 which is accessible at a t > s is either below or to the right of a. a is on the true path if there is an s such that no node to the left of a is accessible after s and a is accessible infinitely. Of course, we will have to prove by induction that there are infinitely many nodes on the true path. They are necessarily compatible and together make up what we call the true path. We say that the assumptions (prerequisites) r?o (po) and ny (py) of a node 7 seem correct at s if r/j (pj) C AjtS. They are correct if nj (pj) C Aj. The usage is the same for r/2 (u2) and C.
4.2. The construction, stage s. We begin by attempting to redefine Cs(y) for any y at which C was once defined but is no longer. (Necessarily y = (a, x, t) with |a| = 0 (mod2), x < l(a, t),t < s and a is accessible at t.) Let 7 be the requirement of highest priority and u least for 7 such that 7 exercises control over y via u at s with assumptions which seem correct at t. We set Cs(y) = 7(3/, u, s) with use large enough to keep track of the r/o and ny assumptions of all the requirements which exercise control over y. To be precise, we enumerate in $ the axiom (y, 7(2/, u, s), r) where r is the union of Ds \ qbjtS(\r}j(8,y,v)\) (j = 0 or 1) for all 8 and v such that requirement 6 exercises control over y at s via v with assumptions which seem correct assuming that all such <t>j,a(\nj(o,y, v)\) are greater than 0, that is all the associated computations are defined. (If they are not then we cannot redefine C(y) at this stage.) In this case we say that we have redefined C(y) through 7. If there is no such 7, we set C(y) equal to a(y, t, s) with the same axiom (again only assuming that all the same computations are defined). In this case we say that we have redefined C(y) through a.
Suppose we are now at the substage of stage s at which we have just declared the node 7 to be accessible with prerequisites pj, j < 2. (The node 0 is always accessible with prerequisites pj = 0.) If f-y| = s we enumerate ((6,x,s),O,0) into * for all 8 which were not accessible at s. We then terminate stage s and go on to stage s + 1. Otherwise we proceed much as in the modules for single requirements described above in accordance with the requirement R-, associated with 7. I7I = Ai: We define the length of agreement function l(q, s) as above. 7 exercises control via s over every y = (7,x, s) for x < l(i, s) with assumptions no(l,y,s) = Pol) A0,s \ 9i(x,s), ny(i,y, s) = py and n2(7, y,s) = p2 at every stage t > s. At t > s, 7's desire for y via s, 7(2/, s, t), will be Dt(x) if 7's assumptions seem correct at t. Otherwise, 7(2/, s, t) = 0. (7's final desire for y is the limit of 7(2/, s, t) as t -y 00, that is D(x) ii its assumptions are correct and 0 otherwise.) For all such y we enumerate (y,7(3/,s,s),r) in V where t = Ds \ max{qb3(\r]j(7,y,s)]): j = 0,1} and for all z > l(~f,s) we enumerate ((7,z,s),0,0) in \I>. The outcome of the 7 module is q = (l(^,s),p'o,p'y,p2) where p'0 = p0 U A0,s t 9i(l(i,s) -l,s), p\ = py and p2 = p2. We declare ~fAq to be accessible with prerequisites p'0, p'y and p'2 and go on to the next substage. I7I = Ai+ 1: Again we have the appropriate length of agreement function l(^, s). If y < at(z, s) for some z < /(7, s) let x be the least such z. 7 then asserts control over y via s with assumptions r)o(q,y,s) = po U Ao \ ct^(x,s), ny(q,y,s) = py and "2(7,2/.''*) = u2 if C(y) was last (re)defined through some requirement of lower priority than 7. 7 exercises control over y via s with assumptions r)j(^,y,s) at t > s if for j = 0 or 1, Dt \ qb,A\Vj(S,y,u))\) ^ Ds \ <pj,s(\Vj(^V^))\) for some 8 of lower priority than 7 which exercised control over y via u at s. Its desire for y at such a stage t, i(y,s,t), is Cs(y). We enumerate ((7,x, s),0,0) in 4" for all x. The outcome of the 7 module is q = (l("),s), p'0, p'y, p'2) where Po = Po U A0,s \ CTt(/(7,s) -l,a), p'y = p'y, and p'2 = p'2 U Cs \ ctj(/(7,s) -l,s). We declare 7Ag to be accessible with prerequisites p'0, p[ and p!2 and go on to the next substage. |7| = 4?+2 and I7I = 4i + 3 are treated as in the above cases with the appropriate alphabetic changes.
Note that for every y, Cs(y) is defined for infinitely many s. The point here is that once undefined no new nodes can assert control over y. Thus the amounts of the Aj that must be computed by D remain fixed until C is redefined at y. As the Aj are in fact recursive in D via the given $j, the required computations from D must eventually appear. When they all do, we redefine C(y) according to the directions of the construction. The problem is to show that C(y) is defined in the limit. 4 .3. LEMMA. // a is to the left of the true path and y = (a, x, s) then C(y) is defined.
PROOF. The only concern is for |a| = 0 (mod 2) and x < l(a, s) with a accessible at s. It suffices to prove that there are only finitely many 7 and t such that 7 ever exercises control over y via t with assumptions r)j(~i,y,t): Once D has reached its final values on qbj(\r)j(i, y,t)\) for all such 7 and t and j = 0 or 1, C(y) must either be defined already by a D correct axiom in ^ or it will be so defined at the next stage at which it is redefined. By construction only a 7 of higher priority than a could ever assert control over y. As nodes to the left of the true path are accessible only finitely often, we need to be concerned only with nodes 7 on the true path and below a. For the sake of a contradiction, suppose that 8 is the node on the true path below a of lowest priority which exercises control over y via infinitely many t. By our choice of 8 there are only finitely many 7 and t with 7 of lower priority than 8 such that 7 exercises control over y via t. Once D has settled down on the assumptions associated with these finitely many 7 and t, 8 can assert control over y but never exercise such control again by definition. □ 4.4. LEMMA. If 0 is to the left of the true path and ever exercises control over y via s with correct assumptions then C(y) is defined.
PROOF. By Lemma 4.3 our only concern is if \0\ = 1 (mod2). Once 0 exercises control over y via s and D has reached its final values on the initial segment needed to correctly compute its assumptions, C(y) can be redefined only through a requirement of priority at least as high as 0. Thus only requirements of higher priority than 0 can ever assert control over y after this stage. Again just by the accessibility requirements, except for nodes 7 below 0 and on the true path, only finitely many requirements can ever exercise control over y. For the ones below 0 and on the true path we argue as in Lemma 4.3 and so here too C(y) is eventually defined by a D correct axiom. D
We now wish to show that there is a leftmost path / along which the requirements are satisfied (although perhaps because of C not being defined at some y). We then argue that C(y) is in fact defined for every y.
4.5.
THE MAIN LEMMA. Every') on the true path has correct prerequisites, is accessible at all sufficiently large D-true stages, exercises control with correct assumptions over only finitely many y for \^\ odd and over y = (7, x, s) for only finitely many x if |-y| is even, is responsible for determining C only on a recursive set on which it guarantees that C is recursive and has an immediate successor 7A<j on the true path. Moreover the action taken for 7 guarantees that requirement Rî s satisfied. PROOF. We proceed by induction on |^y|. Consider a 7 on the true path with correct prerequisites. We may choose so so that after stage so no node to the left of 7 is ever accessible (and so no node to the left of 7 ever asserts control over any y > so). D has settled down on all the uses needed to compute the prerequisites of 7 and on C(y) for y controlled by nodes to the left of 7 as in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. On all other elements (<5, x, s) with 8 to the left of 7 we know that Ct(y) = 0 for all t > s. For all elements (8, x, s) with 8 below 7 we know by induction that the final values of C are given by a recursive set, say C1. We also know by induction the final values of C on y controlled with correct assumptions by nodes of higher priority than 7. |7| = Ai: 4.6. Claim. If y = (7, x, s), then C(y) is defined for every x and s. Moreover, if x < Z(7, s) for some s > so with 7 accessible at s, y = (7, x, s) and no node of higher priority than 7 ever exercises control over y with correct assumptions, then C(y) is the final desire of 7 (that is, D(x) if 7's assumptions for y are correct and 0 otherwise).
PROOF. If 7 is not accessible at s or x > l(i,s), C(y) = 0 by construction. If 2/ is ever controlled with correct assumptions by some 8 of higher priority than 7 then C(y) is defined by Lemma 4.4 or by induction. We therefore suppose that 7 is accessible at s, x < Z(7, s) and that no such 8 ever controls y with correct assumptions. We now show that C(y) is defined and is equal to the final desire of 7-By construction, C(y) can only be defined by an axiom with D-use at least as long as that needed to compute the desires of 7 for y. If C(y) is redefined at a stage at which all the assumptions with which any node of higher priority than 7 exercises control over y seem incorrect, then it is then defined to be 7's desire. As C is defined at infinitely many stages, it suffices to prove that there are only finitely many nodes 8 and stages t such that 8 exercises control over y via t. The point here is that in such a situation C(y) must eventually be defined by a D-correct axiom once D has stabilized on all the associated assumptions.
When it is so defined it must be through 7 as the assumptions for all higher priority requirements exercising control over y are incorrect.
As before the nodes to the left of 7 can assert control only finitely often by accessibility considerations alone. For those below 7 we argue by contradiction as in Lemma 4.3: If 0 is the node below 7 of lowest priority that exercises control over 2/ via infinitely many t, there is a stage after which no node of lower priority than 0 can ever exercise control over y. After D has settled down on all the assumptions associated with such exercising of control over y by nodes of lower priority, 0 can assert control over y but never exercise it. □ Suppose now that 9t(A0) = C (and that both are total). It is then clear that there would be unboundedly many x and s as described in Claim 4.6 such that the assumptions with which 7 exercises control over y = (7, x, s) are correct. As we can tell recursively in Ao if the assumptions with which 7 exercises control over any y via s > so are correct and the other conditions required in Claim 4.6 can be checked recursively, we could then compute D recursively in Ao for a contradiction. Thus there is a least x such that 9i(Ao;x) ^ C(x). Let Z(7) be this least x. We have now shown that requirement R4i is satisfied (although it may be as far as we now know because C(Z (7)) is undefined).
If q is Z(7) followed by the correct assumptions associated with the computations for x < Z(7), then 7A<7 has correct prerequisites and is the leftmost successor of 7 which is accessible infinitely often. Indeed as 7 is accessible at all sufficiently large £>-true stages by induction, so is 7Ag. (At such stages we can only get computations with correct assumptions.)
We can now calculate the final value of C on all y = (7, x, s) not already determined by nodes of higher priority. Of course, if 7 is not accessible at s or x > Z(7, s), C(y) = 0. There are only finitely many other y with s < s0 and so this information for them may be assumed. For s > s0, the claim shows that C(y) is the final desire of 7, i.e., D(x) if x < Z(7) and 0 otherwise. Thus C((7, x, s)) is a recursive function of x and s as required. |7| = Ai + 1: 4.7. Claim. If, for some s > sq with 7 accessible at s, y = (a,x,t) < ai(z,s) with z the least such < l{-j,s), no node of higher priority than 7 ever exercises control over y with correct assumptions and 7 asserts control over y with correct assumptions for the first time at s, then C(y) = Cs(y).
PROOF. By the definition of asserting control C(y) was last defined or redefined through a node, say 71, of lower priority than 7. If D ever changes, say at sy, on its use for 71 's assumptions or indeed for those of any 8 of lower priority than 7 which exercised control over y at s, then 7 will, from then on, exercise control over y via s with correct assumptions which will of course seem correct at all sufficiently large stages. Once this point is reached, say at s2, that is D has settled down on the uses for the assumptions with which 7 exercises control over y, C(y) can be redefined only through nodes with priority at least that of 7. Thus no node of lower priority than 7 can ever assert control over y via any v > s2. We are now in the same situation at s2 as we were at the beginning of the previous case. As before we see that C(y) is defined. When it is redefined for the last time it must be through the node with correct assumptions of highest possible priority. By hypothesis that node is 7 and s is the least number via which 7 exercises control over y with correct assumptions. By the rules of the construction we must redefine C(y) through 7 as cs(y).
We may thus assume that D never changes on any of the uses for assumptions of any 8 of lower priority than 7 which exercises control over y at s. In this case no node of lower priority than 7 can ever exercise control over y via any u > s.
Moreover as C(y) was redefined for the last time before s through one of these nodes of lower priority, it was redefined through a node 6 with correct assumptions and indeed through the one such of highest priority (and least v via which it asserted control) or through a with its final desire for y. We can now argue as above that C(y) is defined. When we look to see how it is last redefined, we see that it must be through the same node with the same desire for y as when it was last redefined before s, as no node of higher priority can exercise control over y with correct assumptions (none with priority higher than 7 by our hypotheses and none between 8 and 7 by our choice of 6). Of course when C(y) is ever redefined in this way at u > s, we must set Cu(y) = Cs(y) as required. □ Suppose now that E^(Ao ffi C) = D.
4.8. Claim. For each z there is an s > so such that 7 asserts control via s with correct assumptions over every y = (a,x,t) < ai(z) (with x < l(a,t) and a of lower priority than 7) which is not one of the finitely many elements over which higher priority nodes exercise control with correct assumptions. Moreover we can also require that C is correct at s on all elements < ct, (z) which are determined by nodes of higher priority than 7.
PROOF. Consider a D-true stage s > so at which 7 is accessible and by which D has settled down on the use needed to compute both Ao and C below at(z). At s, Z(7, s) > z. If 2/ < &i{z) = ai(z, s), then of course Cs(y) is correctly defined and so necessarily was last redefined through a node with correct assumptions or through a. As no node of higher priority than 7 ever exercises control over y with correct assumptions and 7 has higher priority than a by hypothesis, 7 would assert control over y via s with correct assumptions by construction. Note that as s is a D-true stage 7's assumptions must be correct. □ Consider now any z and s as guaranteed by Claim 4.8. By Claim 4.7, Cs \ ai(z, s) = C \ Oi(z, s) and so by the correctness of the assumptions assured in Claim 4.8. Es(Ao,s ffi C; x) = E(A0 ffi C; x) = D(x). As we can recursively in Ao decide if the assumptions with which 7 asserts control of the y < ai(z,s) which are not controlled by nodes of higher priority are correct (and the other requirements can be checked recursively), we could (if as we are assuming E, (A0 ffi C) = D) compute D recursively in Ao for a contradiction.
We therefore conclude that requirement R4i+y is satisfied (although once again it may, as far as we now know, be because of a divergence in C). Let Z(7) be the least x such that E(Ao ffi C;x) ^ D(x). It is clear that at all sufficiently large D-true stages the outcome q of 7 is Z(7) followed by the assumptions associated with the correct computations below Z(7) (and so the prerequisites of 7A<7 are correct) and that 7 exercises control with correct assumptions over only finitely many y:s. □ 4.9. LEMMA. C is defined, that is *(/>) ta total.
PROOF. By Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, Claim 4.6 and, in particular, by Claim 4.8, it suffices to show that, for y = (a, x, s) with a to the right of the true path, some 7 on or to the left of the true path asserts control over y with correct assumptions. Now there is a functional E, such that (0, D(0),a) G Ej for every ct of length > y. If 7 is the node on the true path of length Ai then it follows from the proof of Claim 4.8 that 7 will eventually assert control over y with correct assumptions if no node of higher priority ever does. In either case C(y) is defined. □ The following generalization of Theorem 4.1 will suffice to prove the full extension of embeddings result (Theorem 2.9). 4.10. THEOREM. Given an r.e. D >T 0 and arbitrary sets Aj < D, 0 < j < n, and an m G w we can build Ck, k < m, such that Ck <t D; Ck £t Aj ffi ©j_^fc Ci for each j <n, k <m, and Aj £T Ai ffi 0fc<m Ck if Aj £T Ai.
PROOF. The requirements are of two types: (0) 0(Aj ffi ©i#fc d) # Ck for j < ra, k < m, (1) E(At ffi ©fc<m Ck) ± Aj for Aj $ Ai.
The requirements of type 1 can clearly be handled exactly as were the corresponding ones in Theorem 4.1. The requirements of type 0 are handled by a combination of the procedures used for both types of requirements in Theorem 4.1. When we have a length of agreement between 9(A3©0^ Ci) and Ck we must both preserve Ci for i ^ k and code D into Ck-We may view the construction as enumerating a functional * such that V(D) = C = (J{{k} x Ck: k <m}. We describe the action for the node 7 for a type 0 requirement at the appropriate substage of stage s.
The length of agreement function Z(7, s) is defined as usual. 7 exercises control at every t > s via s over (y,k) for every y = (7,1,3) with x < l("),s) with the assumptions the prerequisites of 7 extended in the appropriate component by AJ]S \ 9(x, s). Again 7's desire for (y, k) at t is Dt(x) if its assumptions seem correct and 0 otherwise. As before we enumerate ((y,k),Dt(x),r) in * where r includes all the D use on the A type assumptions associated with y. In addition, if y < 9(z, s) for some z < Z(7, s) we let x be the least such z. 7 now asserts control via s over (y, i) for i ^ k with assumptions the prerequisites of 7 extended in the appropriate component by AJjS \ 9(x,s) if (y,i) was last (re)defined through a requirement of lower priority than 7. 7 exercises this control at t > s if D has changed by t on the uses computing the various A type components of the assumptions with which any 8 of lower priority than 7 exercised control over (y, i) at s. 7's desire for (y, i) at such a stage t is Ci,s(j/) = Cs((y,i)).
As before we set Ck((i, z, s)) = 0 for all z > Z(7, s).
The argument that the construction achieves its goals is like that for Theorem 4.1. The only difference is that when dealing with type 0 requirements we must marshall the arguments for both Claims 4.6 and 4.7 before assuming (for the sake of a contradiction) that 9(A3 ffi 0^fc C,) = Ck-We must then argue as in Claim 4.8 before arguing for the final contradiction that D <t Aj. D
We now show that this suffices to give our extension of embeddings result:
2.9. THEOREM. Let U = {0,1, Uy,..., Un} be a finite usl with least element 0 and greatest element 1. Let P = {0, l,ui,... ,un,pi,... ,pm} be a finite poset which is an end extension ofU -{1} and extends U as an usl. Suppose also that, for j < n, Aj G aj It follows from Lerman [Lei] that this can be done if jo < 1, so we assume henceforth that jo > 1.
We will indicate how to modify Lerman's proof [Lei, Chapter XII] of embeddings below 0' to obtain the above result. The proof will use representations of lattices as lattices of equivalence relations, and we will require that our representations have properties in addition to those required by Lerman. We first recall the notion of lattice representation, using lattice tables.
Let 9 C Nn be a set of n-tuples of integers. Let a, 0 G 9 be given such that a = (co,..., cn_i) and 0 = (d0,..., d"_i), and fix j < n. We say that a =3 0 if Cj = dj, and use a^' to denote Cj, the jth coordinate of a. We say that 9 is a usl (5.2) ^a,0&9(a=y 0-y a = 0). (5.4) Vi,j,k< n(bi V bj = 6fc ~ Va,/? G 9(a =< 0ka=j 0 «-» a=k 0)).
In order to represent lattices, we work with a sequence of usl tables with certain additional properties. Thus the sequence of n-tuples {9i: i G N} is a sequential lattice Weakly homogeneous sequential tables for lattices were constructed by Lerman [Le3] . (A proof is also given in [Lei, Appendix B] , but the definition of weak homogeneity, the proof of Lemma 2.7 and hence that of Corollary 2.8 given there are incorrect and should be replaced with the corresponding definitions and proofs in [Le3] .) The tables we will use will have two additional properties. The first is that 0q should contain a subset S which can be used to code 0' into the join of any pair of sets corresponding to elements a, b £ L which do not both lie below the same element of M. Thus we say that the weakly homogeneous sequential table {0i: i G N} has S as a coding set if there is a one-one map g from {(i,j,k): i <jkk < lkb%Vb3 =by} onto S C 0q with the following properties:
(5.12) VaeS Vt 30 G 90 -S(l< i < n -> a =, 0).
The next property will allow us to work on a tree for some fixed a G M and transfer what was done uniformly to the trees for all c G M. Thus we say that the weakly homogeneous sequential lattice table {9S} is acceptable for M if for each r > 0, there is a subset 9* of 9r which contains 9r-y such that (5.7) holds for 9*+1 in place of 9r+y, (5.8)-(5.10) hold for 9*+1 in place of 9r, and (5.13) Vt < nVrVa,0 G 9r(b% G M -, 37,8 e 9*r+l -0r(7 =, akb =t 0k
Vm(a =m 0 -> 7 =m 8))).
(The above definition allows us, starting with 0r, to find interpolants for the infimum property, to do coding using 0*+1 and to find homogeneity interpolants for n-tuples of 0*+1 inside 9T+y.) Henceforth we will use sequential table for Sf to denote a weakly homogeneous sequential lattice table for Sf with coding set S which is acceptable for M. Thus given {0i}, we will assume that S and {0*} are also specified.
We now indicate how to build our sequential table. We follow the presentation in [Lei, Appendix B.2] with the exception of the proofs of Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.8 for which we refer the reader to [Le3] . It is proved as Lemma 2.2 of [Lei, Appendix B] that every finite lattice has a finite usl table 0. Fix such a 0 C Fn where F is a finite set of integers. Let / = {(iq, kq): q < j2} be a list of all ordered pairs (t, k) such that i < k < n, bi and bk are incomparable and bi\/bk = by, and let J = {(iq, kq, mq): q < jz}hea list of all ordered triples (i, k, m) such that (i, k) G / and m < n. Let {Fj: j < j3 +J2} be a collection of sets of integers with cardinality |P| such that if q ^ q' then Fq D Fq* = 0. Fix q < j2 and let (i,k) = (iq,kq).
We define a lattice table Eq for Sf by fixing a one-one correspondence /, between F = Fq such that /(0) = 0 and Fq and letting a G 0 correspond to 0 G Eq such that fitil = fq(aW). Note that E, and 9 are isomorphic. Next, if q = j2 + r, fix (i,k,m) = (ir,kr,mr).
Fix a one-one correspondence fq of F with Fq and define the lattice table Eq by letting a G 9 correspond to 0 G Eq defined by
Again we note that Eq is isomorphic to 9. Furthermore, by the Joint Embedding
Lemma [Lei, Appendix B.3 .15] #0 = (J{59: q < J2+J3} is an usl table. For q < j2, it follows from (5.3) that there are aq, 0qG Eq such that aq =lq 0q but aq ^kq 0g-We let g(iq,kq,0) = aq and g(iq,kq,l) = 0q, and note that (5.11) and (5.12) hold.
Suppose that 9r is given. By [Lei, Corollary B.2.6] , there is an usl table 0^+y =? 9r such that (5.7) is satisfied. For each i < n such that bi G M, we manufacture an isomorphic copy of 9j+1 as we defined Eq in the preceding paragraph using (5.14).
Since these copies are all formed using completely new sets of integers except where precise agreement with an element of 0*+1 is specified, we note that, by the Joint Embedding Lemma again, the union of all such copies forms an usl table for Sf which we call 0*+1 and this table satisfies (5.13). Now we apply Proposition 2.2 of [Le3] to obtain an extension 0r+y of 0*+1 satisfying (5.9) and (5.10) whenever (5.8) is satisfied. We have just shown:
5.1. LEMMA. Every finite lattice Sf? has a weakly homogeneous sequential lattice table with coding set S and which is acceptable for the set M of coatoms of Sf.
Fix i < j < n such that hVbj = by, with bi and bj incomparable and a sequential table 0 = \J{0i'. i G N} with coding set S. Then, g(i,j,0) and g(i,j,l) lie in S.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that if a = g(i,j,0) and 0 = g(i,j, 1), then a^ < 0^. We will build a set A of degree 0' and, for each fcGN, will let A'fcl be the image of bk under the embedding map. 0' will be coded into A'*' ffi A'-7' by finding the xth element z such that Al*'(2) =; g(i,j,0) and either A^(z) =j g(i,j,0) or A^(z) =j g(i,j, 1) and defining A so that x G K <-► A^(z) =j g(i,j, 1).
We indicate how to modify the construction of [Lei, Chapter XII] to accomplish this. We first note the following property of our sequential table.
5.2. LEMMA. Let a,0 G 0 and i < j < n be given such that bi V bj = by. Assume that a =i 0 and a =3 0. Then a = 0. PROOF. By (5.4), a =i 0 so a = 0. D Interspersed with the requirements to make the nontrivial sets being constructed nonrecursive, are requirements to code the r.e. set K of degree 0' into the required joins. Thus we fix an ordering {(i3,k3): j < jy} of {(i,fc): t < jkbi and bk are incomparable k bi Vbk = by}. The sth coding requirement (s = pjy +q with q < jy) will code whether or not p G K for the pair (iq, kq). We will show that this can be accomplished while avoiding unwanted coding.
Consider the requirement to code whether or not p G K for (i,j) = (iq,jq), and assume that coding has been carried out correctly for x < p and no other coding has been carried out for (i,j). Then the construction will assign a tree T for the satisfaction of this coding requirement such that T(a) [ for some ct such that lh(cr) = 1. At all stages t at which attempts are made to satisfy this requirement, we will have A\ ' extend T((g(i,j, 0))) as long as p ^ Kt, and A\ ' will extend T((g(i,j, 1))) once p enters Kt. The action taken for the coding requirements is thus similar to that taken for the nonrecursive requirements.
Hence the coding requirements initiate triggering sequences just as do the nonrecursiveness requirements and so introduce no new difficulties into the construction. It remains to indicate how to define splitting trees so that no unwanted coding will occur. We refer the reader to [Lei, XII.3.4] for the splitting tree construction whose modification we next discuss.
We first note that we never have to define splitting trees corresponding to A'1'. Rather, each of the splitting trees is localized to some 6; G M. Thus in our search for strings with certain properties which agree =fc, we need only ask for this agreement for bk < bi to build a splitting tree with the desired properties. However, branches of the splitting tree would then be candidates for A'*' rather than A'1', so we must indicate how to extend a candidate for A'!' to a candidate for A'1'. (5.13) allows us to do this freely for any fixed candidate prior to applying the Extension Lemma [Lei, VII.3.7] .
Consider the construction of a new level of the splitting subtree T of T'. We define arrays of strings {aj,s: j < j2} which give an approximation, increasing in s, to the branches we want to place on the next level of the splitting tree. For s = 0, we begin by tacking on all branches of T' corresponding to elements of some 0m. By induction we can assume that each such branch has exactly one coding argument if it corresponds to an element of S, and no coding arguments otherwise. We now indicate how to pass from s to s + 1 without introducing any new coding specifications. Until such extensions are made each step of the construction specifies that if a search is not successful, then A'*' must extend some fixed string 7. By (5.12), (5.13) and induction, this condition can be extended to requiring that A'1' extend some 7' with /?'M = 7 such that 7' does no coding. Now consider the two ways by which extensions are made. Either we specify that, for all j < j2, a^s+i = ctjta * 0 for some fixed 0 and so again by induction, (5.12) and (5.13) (as we need worry only about /?''') we can arrange it so that 0 does not incorporate any coding specifications; or the extension is made via an extendible e-splitting (a,r) with the extension map f(j) determining 0j such that a^s+1 = aJiS * 03. (We refer the reader to [Lei, p. 240, Cases 1 and 2 ] to see the use of the extension map, which is denoted there by 0 rather than /.) Now f(j) is used to specify a sequence of elements of 0, and no element of that sequence is in 0q unless f(j) = a or f(j) = T-Hence, by Lemma 5.1, 0j will have no coding specifications with the possible exception of when 0j is either ct or r. But as the splitting tree construction ignores congruences of ct and r except below bi, it follows from (5.13) that (ct, r) can be replaced with (ct', t') which are =r with ct, t respectively below b%, and which are =r whenever a and r are =k-By the way 0* was placed inside 0r, the Extension Lemma can be applied to (a',r') in place of (ct, t) so that the passage from aJjS to aJiS+i introduces no coding specifications.
The construction of [Lei, Chapter XII] , when modified as above, proves Theorem 2.10. □ Slaman [Sl] has recently shown that our Theorem 2.10 does not hold for an arbitrary r.e. degree in place of 0'; in fact, there is a nonzero r.e. degree which is not the join of two minimal degrees. In contrast, the proof that any finite lattice is isomorphic to an initial segment of the degrees below 0' can be generalized, replacing 0' with an arbitrary nonzero r.e. degree. The difference in the ability to pull these two very similar proofs down below an arbitrary nonzero r.e. degree is due to the way coding requirements are satisfied.
In the proof of Theorem 2.10, as we build a splitting subtree T* of a tree T, we combine finitely many levels of T (and prune these levels) to form a single level of T*. This is done in such a way that the bottommost level of T contributing to a given level of T* yields a branching pair on T* and the only coding done on this level of T* comes from this bottommost level of T. The branching on this bottommost level allows us to change any coding decisions as K dictates such changes.
If we try to carry out a similar proof below an arbitrary nonzero r.e. degree, we can no longer guarantee that the bottommost level ofT contributing to a given level of T* provides a branching pair on T*. This is because the r.e. permitting used to construct the splitting tree will provide us with a splitting (and hence a branching) someplace, but we cannot determine the level of T for which this branching will be provided. Furthermore, as we try to construct T*, we will not know whether we will succeed in constructing T* to be an infinite splitting tree. Thus we may have to commit ourselves to making certain coding decisions on levels of T before the next level of T* is formed as we may never be able to form that next level. These coding decisions may still seem correct when we erect the next splitting level of T* and we may not be permitted to change them. If we are later forced to change our coding decisions, we can only do so by deleting a splitting from T* (destroying the r.e. ness ofT*); otherwise, the coding is incorrect. In the 0' argument, a branching is available which allows us to revise the coding decision, but it may not be present below an arbitrary nonzero r.e. degree.
Open questions.
There are many open questions related to the topics discussed in this paper. We would like to mention several which we feel are of interest.
The limits of decidability have been reached for the structures 2 and 2[0,0'] in the language Sf. One might try to obtain better decidability results by expanding the language Sf, and deciding the V3-theory of the structure in the expanded language. A related question is to study 2 as an usl with jump. The associated language would then have a relation symbol < and a function symbol j interpreted as the jump operator over the degrees.
Question 6.1. Is the 3-theory of the degrees with jump decidable? While there is no direct counterpart to Question 1 for ^[0,0'], one could instead expand the language with two-place predicates Jn(a,b) whose interpretation is a'") = b'") and try to decide the corresponding 3-theory.
Having classified ICL(V, 9) and ICL(3,9) for 9 G {9,^,9*}, one would next naturally turn to the next level of complexity. Let V3 (3V respectively) denote the V3-formulas (3V-formulas, respectively) of Sf with one free variable.
Question 6.2. Classify ICL(V3,9) for the above hierarchies 9. Question 6.3. Classify ICL(3V, 9) for the above hierarchies 9.
The first roadblock in classifying ICL(3V, 9) is the classification of the invariant classes for the following property.
Question 6.4. Let P be the property of being a minimal cover of a minimal degree. Find 1CL(P,9).
A problem of particular interest at the V3V level is the Join Property.
Question 5. Let P be the Join Property. Find 1CL(P,9).
